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BLACK LIST AND GREY LIST 

 The Grey List includes terms which could cause a number of problems such as:

 Customers not being given full redress if things go wrong.
 Customers being tied into a contract for longer than they would normally expect.
 The business not having to perform its obligations.
 Customers losing prepayments unreasonably if they end the contract.
 The business varying terms after they’ve been agreed, such as supplying a different product,
 putting the price  up or reducing the customer’s rights.
 The business setting the price or subject matter of the contract after the customer has become bound by it.
 Customers suffering unreasonable financial penalties.
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Terms and notices on the Blacklist are exempt from fairness testing because they are likely to be judged unfair, 
so if you use them you’ll always be open to being challenged.  A good example is wording which excludes or 

restricts liability for death or personal injury because of your negligence.

The Consumer Rights Act also blacklists other contract terms which try to remove your legal obligations
 - for example, those removing the requirement to ensure your products are of satisfactory quality, 

or that your services are provided with reasonable skill and care.

If you use blacklisted terms and notices you’re automatically open to challenge by customers 
and are likely to be considered to be trading unfairly. 

The Consumer Rights Act has both a Blacklist and a Grey List of contract terms. The Blacklist has terms which are 
likely to be judged unfair, whereas terms on the Grey List might be judged unfair, depending on the circumstances.  

Excluding or Limiting Liability - terms of this kind are 
often called disclaimers or exemption clauses because they 
try to exclude or limit your legal obligations and liabilities or 
weaken the customer’s legal rights.  

Non-Refundable Prepayments – particularly when the 
contract is ended by you.

Disproportionate Sanctions for breach of contract 
– particularly financial ones.

Cancellation Clauses – where you can decide to cancel 
a contract, even without notice, or where customers can’t 
cancel the contract under any circumstances.  
Disproportionate termination charges and notice periods may 
also be unfair.  

Hidden Terms – particularly when you don’t give customers 
full and clear information before they buy, you use misleading 
wording, or don’t give customers a cooling-off period when 
they’re buying online or off-site.

Variation Clauses – particularly those giving you the right 
to make changes without the customer’s consent.

Right of Final Decision – where you have the right to 
decide how the contract is interpreted, or whether any breach 
has occurred.

Denying Liability – for statements made on your behalf by 
your employees or sales agents, or you use wording in 
contracts saying that only written terms will be honoured.

Unbalanced Assignment Clauses – when you reserve 
the right to transfer the agreement to a third party without the 
customer’s consent, or you refuse to honour a guarantee for 
claims made by anyone other than the customer.  

Hindering or preventing customers from taking 
legal action – by removing or restricting their right to 
redress when you are at fault, or requiring them to go to 
arbitration for all disputes of £5,000 or less, for example.  
Also, wording that allows for excessive and unexpected 
financial or other burdens to be imposed on the customer.

Requiring the customer to bear inappropriate 
risks – indemnity clauses protecting you from your own 
negligence and passing risks onto the customer which you 
should be bearing yourself.

Requiring the customer to make disadvantageous 
declarations - for example, when they’re required to sign a 
declaration that states they have ‘read and understood the 
terms and conditions’ which aims to bind them to wording 
they may not be aware of.

Exclusions and reservations of special rights – you 
use wording that could override a customer’s legal rights to 
confidentiality of personal information, or their rights when 
entering contracts away from your business premises.

Terms on the Grey List can be tested for fairness.

Blacklist - Examples of terms likely to be considered unfair:
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